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Products
Joystick Switch

The Model91 MXY is a joystick toggle switch that
provides momentary and maintained contacts, and
combinations of the two. The unit is a nine-position,
momentary-contact, single-pole switch with two
actuating positions in each of the ±X and ±Y axes. OFF
is the ninth position. Model 52 MXY is a five-position,
momentary, double-pole unit with single position if
each axis. Each unit is 1.05 in. wide and 1.22 in. long.

Machine Components Corp.
53 Werman Ct.
Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803

Stack Interface
The HS-IOI is a hardware-stack interface allowing use

of reentrant code on the PDP-8/E minicomputer. The
HS-I0l acts as a temporary data register to control one
or more push-pop stacks in the minicomputer's memory.
A programmable IS-bit stack-pointer and 12-bit status
and command register allow the user to create a
variable-length data buffer, employ recursive
programming, and maintain a dynamic list of program
activities. The unit can be set for stack sizes up to 32K
words.

Delta Control Systems
14 Charles St.
Needham, Mass. 021\}4

Noise Dosimeters
General Radio Co. (Concord, Mass.) recently

introduced a compact noise dosimeter with a small,
remote microphone. The Model 1944 consists of the
remote microphone and a picket-size monitor with
separate indicator for readout of exposure data as a
percent of OSHA established limits.

Columbia Research Labs. (Woodlyn, Pa.) is marketing
the Model SPL-I05 with illuminated digital readout,
battery life of 200 h, 90-dB indicator, and cutoff circuit
with liS-dB alarm and counting rate, an ac output for
octave band analysis, a de output for recorders and a
detachable microphone.

Miniature Audio Indicator
Two models of this miniature solid-state audio

indicator (1.5 and 12 V de), each weighing Y4 oz and
measuring .88 x .61 x .39 in., have 400-Hz sound
outputs. The unit can operate from a hearing-aid
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battery. Volume: 80 dB. Price: $5.95 each. Evaluation
sample is available for $4.50.

Projects Unlimited
3680 Wyse Rd.
Dayton, Ohio 45414

Projection Readouts
Three new rear-projection readouts that feature

snap-in/snap-out message sets in black and white or color
are offered in 64-, 32-, or 16-message units. Operating
like a minislide projector, message change time is
nominally under 5 sec. The Major 64 Mark II Slip-Chip
readout provides an image that is 1.10 in. high, although
custom versions to 8 in. high are available. Image
selection requires a 6-bit input code (3 bits each for the
X and Y axes); response is ontained within 70 msec.

Major Data Corp.
1796 Monrovia Ave.
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627

Circuit Pressure Adhesive
The Mini-Mount breadboarding system now provides a

ground plane card with uncommitted gold-plated fingers
and double-sided, solder-coated surfaces. With
Mini-Mount mounting pads, they permit rapid assembly
of electronic components. Pressure-sensitive adhesive on
the back of the pads holds them in place. The mounts
are easily moved or exchanged like checkers.

Christianson Radio, Inc.
3034 Nestall
Laguna Beach, Calif. 92651

Nova Multiplexer
The AED 2408 multiplexers interface any Nova-line

computer to eight serial asynchronous I/O devices. Each
channel can have one of six selectable band rates ranging
from 4,800 to 150 or from 3,520 to 110. Each channel
has its own DMA address register for the loading of a
12-bit starting address. The multiplexer board fits into a
single Nova I/O slot.

Advanced Eelctronics Design
3197 Park Blvd.
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Stethoscope
The Model BFSA ultrasonic stethoscope detects blood
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flow transcutaneously in smaller arteries close to surface
of body by using the Doppler method. Power is supplied
by an 8.4-V mercury battery.

Medsonics, Inc.
P.O. Box M
Mountain View, Calif. 94040

Printer-Computer Interface for PDP-II
The CI-15001 interface permits any Centronics line

printer to be used with DEC PDP-II computer systems.
The PC board interface mounts in either a small
peripheral slot in the KAII processor or in one slot of a
DD-llA system unit. Address selection, buffers, and
control logic to permit 8-bit data transfers between
computer and printer under interrupt or flagged I/O
control are included.

Computewise, Inc.
13124 S. 71 Hwy.
Grandview, Mo. 64030

Physiological Recorder
The subminiature Physiological Data-Logging System

recorder is carried on the body and monitors any three
stimuli simultaneously, e.g., heart rate, temperature, and
systolic pressure.

Ambulatory Monitoring, Inc.
731 Saw Mill River Rd.
Ardsley, N.Y. 10502

Teletype Kit
The Model B modification kit from TTS Division,

Remote Data Terminals Co. (Santa Monica, Calif.)
changes ASR-33 Teletype from 72 to 132 print
positions. A print cylinder with narrow Sans Serif
characters is supplied with hardware and carbon ribbon
to increment 132 positions on a standard TTY 8J.2-in.
platen. The kit costs $77.50, and it is suitable for
ine x pensive 132-print-position teletyperwiters and
terminals for programming and formatting for
132-print-position equipment; it eliminates the need for
photoreduction of 14-in.-wide carriage printout.

Square Root Extractor
Rochester Instrument Systems, Inc., of Rochester,

N.Y., sells the SC-1330 square root extractor. The unit is
designed to provide a linear output from square-function
inputs typically supplied by differential pressure flow
transmitters. The extractor produces a signal linearly
proportional to the square of the input signal. Response
time is 100 msec; basic range is 1-5 V de input and
4-20 rnA output.

Transistorized Timer
A series of panel-mounted transistorized timers has

been announced by Syracuse Electronics Corp.,
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Syracuse, N.Y. The PAR series, priced between $11 and
$14, offers repeatability of ±2%. A delay-on-energizing
unit, it has a reset time of 100 msec and a mechanical
life of 10 million operations. Time delays are adjustable
in ranges from 0.5 to 5 sec up to 1.2 to 120 sec.

Dual IC Timer
The XR-2556 dual timer IC replaces two timers. Each

timer section has independent outputs and control
terminals capable of delays ranging from microseconds
to hours, and is TTL, DTL, and ECL compatible.
Individual time delays are set by external RC networks
according to T = 1.1 RC. Operation is from 4.5 to 20 V
supply, and the output can provide 200 rnA, sufficient
for a relay or an indicator. The timing cycle can be
interrupted by using the reset terminal. Units are priced
at less than $5 by Exar Integrated Systems, Inc., of
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Reader-Computer Interface
Electronic Engineering Co. of California (Santa Ana,

Calif.) has introduced a series of interface boards that
extend direct plug-in installation of an EECO
photoelectric punched tape reader or punch to DEC
PDP-8 and -11 series minicomputers. These interface
boards are hardware and software compatible with the
computers, and cables are provided for direct
connection. A diagnostic software package is furnished.

Shielding Tape
EMC shielding tape is a knitted-wire mesh fabric

produced by knitting tin-coated, copper-clad steel wire
into a cylinder of interlocking wire loops. It is then
flattened into a 2-ply tape to make it convenient to
handle. The tape can provide effective electrostatic and
electromagnetic shielding and readily conforms to the
contour of a cable and its splices. The tape is 0.015 in.
thick and can be wrapped with an advance of one-half
layer per turn. The 2-ply tape thus provides four single
layers of wire mesh that can be secured by solder or
conductive adhesive.

Technical Wire Products, Inc.
129 Dermody St.
Cranford, N.J. 07016

Cassette Memory
The Model 345 cassette magnetic tape offers on-line

and off-line operation. On-line, the unit interfaces with
all major minicomputers to provide tape storage.
Off-line, it affords serial modem-to-modem
communications at transfer rates of 110 and 300 baud
(10 and 30 char). Special logic permits off-line remote
control via standard ASCII control characters, On-line
use is supplied by a library of operating system software
and "off-the-shelf' interfaces.
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Dicom Industries
715 N. Pastoria Ave.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

Japanese Keyboard
Kata Kana (Japanese character) keyboards have over

150 legends, N-K rollover, and selective repeat and
inhibit functions. A nonlogically paired lG-bit output
code in four modes with up to 90 coded keys is
available.

Key Tronic Corp.
Bldg. 14, Spokane Industrial Park
Spokane, Wash. 99216

High-Speed Counter-Timer
The Model 700 counter-timer has a 100-MHz counting

rate and a price of $695 for the basic 7-digit version.
Besides frequency, the 700 measures period, period
average, time interval, frequency ratio, and total count.
A stopwatch mode displays elapsed time between
successive operations of a start-stop pushbutton.
Readout is via a Sperry planar display with a LED
indicating overflow. An IC ROM, replacing the usual
multiwafer switches, allows automatic display of both
decimal point and units. Specifications include: 100 mV
rms sensitivity, input impedance of I megohm shunted
by 50 pF, and a time interval display range of
0.1 microsec to 108 sec. Options include plug-ins that
use direct-count prescaling for expanding the frequency
range to either 500 MHz or I GHz.

Newport Laboratories
630 E. Young St.
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705

Nova 2 Series Minicomputers
The Nova 2 series minicomputers (2/4 and 2/10) are

advertised as offering more capacity at lower cost than
previous Novas. The 2/10 model, with 32K words of
memory, costs less than the previous Nova 1220, with
only half the memory. The inexpensive memory
capacity permits programming in high-level languages.

Models 2/4 and 2/10 differ in capacity. The smaller
2/4 holds up to four of Data General's standard large
printed circuit boards; the larger 2/10 takes up to 10
boards. Identical processors, memory modules, and
interface circuitry are used in both computers. These are
fully compatible with all previous Nova peripheral
equipment and software. Different speed memories may
be mixed in the Nova 2 systems. Hardware options: auto
program load, turnkey console, hardware
multiply /divide, real-time clock, and a high-speed
floating-point unit.

Data General Corp.
Southboro, Mass. 01772
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Slash 4
The Slash 4 computer sells for $19,900 (basic price)

and features 24-bit word length, 750-nsec cycle time,
four external priority interrupts, and hardware multiply,
divide, and square root. Two types of input/output data
transfer are provided: programmed via controller and
CPU or automatic block transfer between memory and
interface controller. Five hundred and eighty
instructions and the optional floating-point hardware
help real-time users. Basic price includes 24K bytes of
core memory.

Datacraft Corp.
P.O. Box 23550
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33303

Programmed Logic
An alternative to using ROMs in random logic

generation or a microprogram store is a bipolar
programmed logic array (PLA) that is faster and more
economical. National Semiconductor is marketing a
mask-programmable PLA in a 24-pin DIP for $39.60.
The PLA has up to 14 inputs and 8 outputs, and each
output can contain as many as 96 partial product terms.
Two thousand and twelve bits of mask-programmable
memory define the outputs. About 131,072 bits of
memory would be required for a comparable ROM to
carry out the same function. A single 5-V power supply
is required. PLA is expandable ifmore inputs or outputs
are needed.

National Semiconductor Corp.
2900 Semiconductor Dr.
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

PC Board Microcomputer
A parallel 4-bit general-purpose microcomputer on a

single PC board consists of: a CPU, a ROM for assembled
program storage, a RAM for data storage and expandable
I/O bus, and a clock. The CPU has subroutine stack
nesting to three levels, 16 index registers, four program
stack registers, and a 4-bit adder. As an option, RAM
data storage is expandable in 80-word increments to
1,280 words; ROM program storage is expandable to
8,192 words in 512-word increments. Cycle time is
11.8 microsec. Price: $695.

Applied Computing Technology
17815 G Sky Park Circle
Irvine, Calif. 92707

Floppy Disk Storage
Compatible with PDP·ll, HP-2100, NOVA 1200, and

Tempo II minicomputer miniframes, the FD-8 series of
floppy disk storage systems incorporate up to four
floppy drives, formatting and control electronics, power
supply, and interfacing. There are two models: the
FD-8S offers 131K bytes per drive storage on a 64-track,
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8-sector basis with track-to-track access of 6 and
333 msec latency; the FD-8H has a 262K byte/drive on a
64.track, 32-sector basis with track-to-track access of
10 msec and a latency of 80 msec. Head settling time is
10 msec for the FD-8H and transfer rate is
31.2K bytes/sec. For the 8S model, head settling time is
34 msec, and the transfer rate is 4.2K bytes/sec.
Standard Logic Corp., of Santa Ana, Calif., has drives
priced at $2,500.

Inexpensive CRT Terminal
Lear Siegler, Inc., of Anaheim, Calif., is marketing the

ADM-I CRT terminal for $1,500 in single quantities.
The ADM-1 displays a minimum of 12 rows of 80
uppercase ASCII characters and can be expanded to 24
rows. Included are block mode or full-duplex
transmission, field-exchangeable transfer rates from 110
to 9,600 baud, user-defined protected fields, automatic
repeat for any of the 53 TTY standard keys, and the
ability to send a whole page of display or only the
unprotected data fields. For about $85 per unit, the
buyer can obtain an optional editing package. Evidently,
Honeywell will handle nationwide servicing.

Optical Pinhole Apertures and Slits
Series 100 Pinhole Apertures are available from 1

through 1,000-micron diameters. Each aperture is
centered (±.005 in.) within a 3/8-in.-diam stainless steel
300 series disk of varying thickness, depending on
aperture required. Several off-the-shelf sets are available,
e.g., No. 0100-0, is priced at $78 for 5, 10,25,50, and
100J..Lm. The No. 100-3 set ranges from 1 to 1,000 J..LID.

Series 1000 Ruled Optical Slits are available from .25
through 300 microns slit width. Each slit is ruled on
polished quartz of l-in, diameter, .060 in. thickness, and
coated with aluminum/nickel alloy. Prices per set are
$250 (2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 J..Lm) and $325 (5,10,15,20,
30,40, 50, and 100 J..LID).

Optimation
358 Baker Ave.
Concord, Mass. 01742

Control Data Minicomputer
The System 17 minicomputer has a Model 1784

processor available with either 60- or 9OO-nsec
semiconductor memory, 4,096 to 65,536 18-bit words.
Standard features include: hardware multiply and divide,
16 levels of programmable priority, vectored interrupt,
A/Q and direct storage access channel connections, 7
special and general-purpose hardware registers, and
7-level memory addressing. Prices start at $13,500.

Control Data Corp.
Box 0
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440

Physiological Pressure Transducer
The AE 840 new physiological pressure transducer
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consists of a thin membrane that deflects a silicon beam
when subjected to pressure. The values of two planar
resistors diffused on the beam are changed at a rate
proportional to the beam deflection, and this generates
an output signal proportional to the applied pressure.
The pressure transducer is manufactured by Akers
Electronics, Norway.

The D8410 Sterile Disposal Chamber is used with the
AE-840 transducer. The very thin membrane of the
chamber is brought into contact with the transducer
membrane. In this way, the fluid pressure is transferred
to the transducer without the fluid leaving the sterile
circuit.

Ambulatory Monitoring, Inc.
731 Saw Mill Rd.
Ardsley, N.Y. 10502

Cardiac Simulator
Phipps and Bird, Inc. (6th and Byrd Streets,

Richmond, Va.) recently issued an announcement of a
cardiac simulator priced at $69.50. The unit is a
solid-state waveform generator to simulate a normal
12-lead electrocardiogram. Range is 20-200 bpm. The
instrument is battery operated and compact (4 x 5 x
B~ in.).

Briefs
CRT Terminal

In the Products section, I noted an inexpensive CRT
terminal marketed by Lear Siegler of Anaheim, Calif.
TEC Inc., of Tucson, Ariz., has also introduced an
inexpensive terminal, with first deliveries scheduled for
Fall 1973. The MINI·TEC is priced at $1,300 for single
units with a 12-in. diagonal screen display, 12 lines of 80
5 x 7 dot-matrix characters (24 lines are in
development), and half- and full-duplex transmission
(rates range from 110 to 9,600 baud), cursor controls,
selected blinking, and field protection.

Bilingual Computer
S p e cry Univac recently demonstrated a

computer-generated voice system providing responses in
12 languages, including Mandarin Chinese, Hebrew,
Greek, and Urdu (West Pakistan). According to reports,
the system is capable of up to 24 min of nonrepetitive
English speech. It uses 20 words per minute on the
average and can speak 400 words in each of six foreign
languages. A touch-tone telephone is used to
communicate with the computer. Projections are that
the system will assemble and speak words from
individual sounds in memory.

New Recording Tape
A process developed by Phillips Corp. plants in The

Netherlands has resulted in a new recording tape
reported to be 12 dB better than the best iron oxide
tape at frequencies of 10-12 kHz and a tape speed of
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